
Chumash Year 4 - Prefixes, Suffixes, Words and Units

Yr group Unit Skills progression by
the end of the year

4 4c
5
5a
5b
6
7
8
8a

 l ,n ,e ,d ,a ,`  Noun
prefixes  
j ,e ,i ,dPossessive suffixes  

ie ,ze3rd person prefixes        

As above plus suffix             E
Use of Noun Plural suffix   ji 
Past tense  First person  izxxx

Key Words

Word Shoresh Meaning Revisted from
UNIT...

Brackets means UNIT
we will see it in

 'h - '`  miweqt c''k wxtBridging Unit 4C 

u ¤x ¤̀ ¥nE ,u ¤x ῭ d̈ ux` Land 1

K¥l ¥Y jld Go 1

i ¦Y §c©lFn cli Boy 4

dẌ ¦̀ d̈ ,dẌ ¦̀ dy` Woman (6)

Ÿ §g ©wl̈ §e ,i ¦p ©gẅ§l ,Ÿ §g ©wl̈ §e ,g ©T ¦z gwl Take (5)

a ¥Wz̈ ,ai ¦W ῭  ,a ¥Wd̈ ¤d aey Return NEW

dÖẄ my There NEW

 ,c ¤a¤rd̈ ,FC §a ©r car Servant (5)

i ¦p §A ,L§p ¦A ,i ¦p §a¦l oa Son 4

i ¦a ῭ a` Father 1



Word Shoresh Meaning Revisted from
UNIT...

Brackets means UNIT
we will see it in

 c''k-'i miweqt  c''k wxtUnit 5     

g ©w¦i ©e gwl Take

L §C §a ©r§l ,c ¤a¤rd̈ car Servant

Li¤N ©n §b¦l ,i¥N ©n §B ¦n ,Li¤N ©n §B ,mi¦N ©n §b lnb Camel

i ¦pŸc£̀ ,eip̈Ÿc£̀ oec` Master

Dc̈ï ,Fcï §A ci Hand

mẅï ©e mew Get up

c ¤q ¤g cqg Kind

K ¥C ©M ¦n ,DC̈ ©M ,K ¥C ©M ck Jug 

zŸY §W¦l ,d ¥zW ,d ¤Y §W ¤̀ §e dzy Drink

m©B mb Also

Word Shoresh Meaning Revisted from
UNIT...

Brackets means UNIT
we will see it in

 c''l -d ''k  miweqt c''k wxtBridging Unit 5A 

x ©n Ÿ̀I ©e ,xŸn ¥̀l ,x ¤n Ÿ̀I ©e ,x ¤n Ÿ̀Y©e xn` Say 1

m©B mb Also 5

KExÄ jxa Bless 1

g ῭  ,i ¥g£̀ g` Brother 2

FzŸg£̀ zeg` Sister (6)

Wi ¦̀ d̈ yi` Man 3*

`FA , Ÿ̀aÏ ©e `ea Come (7)

mFwn̈E ,mFwn̈ mewn Place (9)

l ©kŸ̀  ,lŸk¡̀¤l lk` Eat (7)

uẍÏ ©e ,uẍŸ ©e uex Run 3



Word Shoresh Meaning Revisted from
UNIT...

Brackets means UNIT
we will see it in

 g''i - '`  miweqt d''k wxtBridging Unit 5B 

g ©T¦I ©e gwl Take 5

dẌ ¦̀ dy` Wife (6)

Dn̈ §WE my Name (6)

mz̈Ÿc§lFz§l ,dc̈§lï ,zŸc§lŸ «Y ,c©lï ,c¤l ¥Y©e cli Boy 4

Fl el To him NEW

o ¤A ,eip̈Ä ,Fp §A ,i¥p §A ,i¥p §aE oa Son 4

o ©zp̈ ,o ¥Y¦I ©e ozp Give (8)

d¤N ¥̀ §e  dl` These (6)

Word Shoresh Meaning Revisted from
UNIT...

Brackets means UNIT
we will see it in

 g''k-h''i miweqt d''k wxtUnit 6 

d¤N ¥̀ §e  dl` These

i ¦d§i ©e ,dïd̈ did Was

dp̈Ẅ....o ¤A dpW....oa Years old

zFg£̀ zFg` Sister

FY §W ¦̀  ,dẌ ¦̀ §l dy` Wife

`v̈ï ,`¥v¥I ©e  `vi Go out

oFW` ¦xd̈ oey`x First

Fn §W my Name

d ¤cÜ dcy Field

z ¤a ¤dŸ̀  ,a ©d¡̀¤I ©e  ad` Love



Word Shoresh Meaning Revisted from
UNIT...

Brackets means UNIT
we will see it in

 c''l-h''k miweqt d''k wxtUnit 7 

Ÿ̀aÏ ©e `ea Come

s¥ir̈ sir Exhausted

mŸc ῭ d̈ mec` Red

o ¥MÎl ©r ok lr Therefore

i¦l dl   el To me

xŸM §n¦I ©e ,dẍ §k ¦n xkn Sell

FzẍŸk §A ,dẍŸk §A ,L §zẍŸk §A xka Birthright

zEnl̈ zen Die

dÖl̈ dnl Why

r ©aẌ¦I ©e ,dr̈ §aẌ ¦d ray Oath

l ©k Ÿ̀I ©e lk` Eat

Word Shoresh Meaning Revisted from
UNIT...

Brackets means UNIT
we will see it in

'h g''k wxt - '` weqt f''k wxt(Contains UNIT 8 words as well) Bridging Unit 8A 

i ¦Y§p ©wf̈ ,o ¥wf̈ owf Old (10)

,ci ¥S ¦n ,i ¦ci ¥S ¦n ,c¦i ©v ,cEv̈l ,dc¦iv̈ ,dc̈Ev §e
c¦i ©vÎcS̈ ©d ,Fci ¥S ¦n

cv Hunt 8

i ¦z`¥a ¥d §e ,z̈`¥a ¥d §e ,`i ¦ad̈§l ,d ῭ i ¦ad̈ §e, Ÿ̀aÏ ©e ,
`¥aÏ ©e`Ä ,

`ea Bring / Come 8 / 7

L§p ¦A ,Dp̈ §A ,i ¦p §A ,Fp §A oa Son 4

 i ¦p¥P ¦d=ip` d¥P ¦d ippd Here I am 8

,i ¦P ©k £xä §Y ,dk̈ẍ §a ,L §k ¤x«̈a§i ,dk̈ §k ¤xä£̀ ©e ,L §k ¤xä §Y
,K ¥xä§l ,KExÄ ,Li ¤k £xä §n «E ,Fk £x¥A ,Ed¥k £xä§i ©e

,dk̈ẍ£a«©d ,i ¦zk̈ §x ¦A ,L ¤zk̈ §x ¦A ,i ¦p ¥k £xÄ ,Ed¥k £xä£̀ ë
Fk ©xä §A ,K ©x¥a ,z ©M §x ¦A ,K ¤xä§i ©e

jxa Bless 1

L ¤W §t©p ,i ¦W §t©p ytp Soul 8



Word Shoresh Meaning Revisted from
UNIT...

Brackets means UNIT
we will see it in

ei ¦a ῭  ,i ¦a ῭  ,Li ¦a ῭ a` Father 1

eig̈ ¤̀  ,ei ¦g ῭  ,i ¦g ῭  ,Li ¦g ῭ g` Brother 2

 ,L ¤O ¦̀  ,FO ¦̀ §l ,FO ¦̀ m` Mother (10)

mi ¦O ©r §h ©n mrh Taste NEW

FzFn ,zEn ῭  ,i ¦zFn zen Die 7

dŸ ©r dzr Now 8

FlŸw ,lFw ,lŸT ©d i¦lŸw §A lew Voice 8

z ©g ©wl̈ ,gẅl̈ ,g ©T ¦Y©e ,g ©T¦I ©e ,g ©w §e gwl Take 5

a ¥d ῭  ,i ¦Y §a ©d ῭ ad` Love 6

i ¦zẍŸk §A ,L §xŸ «k §a ,L ¤xŸk §A xka Birthright 7

W¤B©I ©e ,dẄ ¦B ©d ,W©B¦I ©e ,dẄ §B ybp Come close 8

i ¥ci ¦M ,i ¥c§i ,m¦i ©cÏ ©d §e ,eic̈ï ci Hand 5

 , §J §a¥I ©e dka Cry 8

eïl ¥̀ l` To 1

o ¤Y¦i §e ,o ¥Y ¦Y©e ozp Give 8

m¦i ©n£r ©t mrt Once 8

Æi ¦Y §r ©̧nẄ i ¦Y §a²©d ῭  i «¦zFn i ¦Y §r©cï i ¦Y§p ®©wf̈ i ¦p«¥P ¦d



UNIT KSU OUTCOMES

 'h - '`  miweqt c''k wxtYear Group: Year 4                 Bridging Unit 4C 

KSU DESCRIPTION PUPIL PROGRESS TEACHER MARK 

K2 Pupil knows the events, people and places in the unit.

K3 Pupil knows the location of Ur Kasdim

K4 A
Pupil recognises and knows the selected Hebrew
keywords in this Chumash Unit and in the previous
Chumash unit.

K6

Pupil knows that Rashi’s explanation is not part of the
Torah text.
Pupil knows Rashi’s explanation of why: 
The Possuk refers to Hashem as being i ¥wŸl`¥e m¦i ©nẌ ©d i ¥wŸl¡̀
u ¤x ῭ d̈. (24:3 see Rashi on 24:7)

S1 Pupil can locate text when given its Perek and Possuk
reference.

S3
Pupil can read words (and Pesukim) accurately,
accentuating syllables and can correctly recognise an
Esnachto.

S4 Pupil can understand the plain meaning of the Pesukim
with support.

S5
Pupil can identify the word families of the keywords of
the unit and the previous unit. 
Pupil can identify prefixes / suffixes of this unit (and
year group) and the previous unit.

U1

Pupil can understand that when finding a wife for
Yitzchok, Avrohom would rather send his Eved to find a
wife from a place of Avodah Zoro than a place of bad
Middos (Eretz C’naan) since it is easier to rid oneself of
Avodah Zoro than bad Middos. (later link back to this
when learning about Eliezer’s test for Rivka - Middos
based rather than Avodoh Zoro based)

U1
Pupil can understand the importance of the mission (to
find the girl with the best Middos to be one of the
Imohos) and the Eved who’s going to carry out the
mission.



UNIT KSU OUTCOMES

 c''k-'i miweqt  c''k wxtYear Group: Year 4                 Unit 5     

KSU DESCRIPTION PUPIL PROGRESS TEACHER MARK 

K2 Pupil knows the events, people and places in the unit.

K3 Pupil knows the location of Aram Naharayim

K4 A
Pupil recognises and knows the selected Hebrew
keywords in this Chumash Unit and in the previous
Chumash unit.

K4 B Pupil knows the meaning of the phrase –
i ¦pŸc£̀Îm ¦r c ¤q ¤g z̈i ¦Ur̈Îi ¦M (24:14)

K6

Pupil knows that Rashi’s explanation is not part of the
Torah text.
Pupil knows Rashi’s explanation of: 
The qualities (cqg) the Eved is looking for in choosing a
wife for Yitzchok. (24:14)

S1 Pupil can locate text when given its Perek and Possuk
reference.

S3
Pupil can read words (and Pesukim) accurately,
accentuating syllables and can correctly recognise an
Esnachto.

S4 Pupil can understand the plain meaning of the Pesukim
with support.

S5

Pupil can identify the word families of the keywords of
the unit and the previous unit.
Pupil can differentiate between verbs (shorashim) and
nouns (word families).
Pupil can distinguish between the male and female 3rd
person singular form of the past tense (prefixesei  and ez
added to shorashim)
Pupil can identify the prefixes ¦n , §a , ©d and §e from previous
units.
Pupil can identify the possessive suffixes i (my) e (his)
and d (hers) j̈ (yours masculine) and §j (yours feminine)
and the possessive plural suffix ji.
Pupil can identify the singular and plural forms of l ©nb̈
and mi¦l ©n §b 
Pupil can identify the prepositions cŸer\c ©r\m©b



KSU DESCRIPTION PUPIL PROGRESS TEACHER MARK 

U1

Pupil can reflect on and discuss the feelings of the c¤a¤r
before and after his meeting with dẅ §a ¦x and on the values
that the text teaches us:
Knowing that 'd has a plan for our lives, ('d z ©gb̈ §y ©d), as
shown when 'd answers the c ¤a¤r’s Tefilloh; the
importance of  c ¤q ¤g as seen in  dẅ §a ¦x’s actions; how  dẅ §a ¦x
acts with eagerness to provide for Eliezer’s needs and
those of his camels (dë §v ¦n§l zefi ¦x §f).

U2

Pupil can identify, with support, repeated words and
phrases e.g. the repetition of the words uẍï ©e and x ¥d ©n §z©e
and their various forms to provide clues and to deepen
their understanding of the text.

U3

Pupil can compare, with support, two texts where
similar words are used (md̈ẍ §a ©̀  with his guests and
dẅ §a ¦x's c ¤q ¤g [x ¥d ©n §z©e uẍï ©e]). Pupil can also compare the text
describing the c ¤a¤r’s plan and its realisation.



UNIT KSU OUTCOMES

 c''l -d ''k  miweqt c''k wxtYear Group: Year 4                 Bridging Unit 5A 

KSU DESCRIPTION PUPIL PROGRESS TEACHER MARK 

K2 Pupil knows the events, people and places in the unit.

K4 A
Pupil recognises and knows the selected Hebrew
keywords in this Chumash Unit and in the previous
Chumash unit.

K4 B Pupil knows the meaning of the phrase -
i ¦kŸp ῭  md̈ẍ §a ©̀  c ¤a¤r (24:34).

S1 Pupil can locate text when given its Perek and Possuk
reference.

S3
Pupil can read words (and Pesukim) accurately,
accentuating syllables and can correctly recognise an
Esnachto.

S4 Pupil can understand the plain meaning of the Pesukim
with support.

S5
Pupil can identify the word families of the keywords of
the unit and the previous unit. 
Pupil can identify prefixes / suffixes of this unit (and
year group) and the previous unit.

S6 Pupil can read vowelled Rashi (introduction of Rashi
and Rashi script)

S7 Pupil can comprehend plain meaning of Rashi (24:29
and 24:31)

U3

Pupil can compare the use of the word ikp`. Contrast the
usage by Rivko in Possuk 24 (in relation to her family -
sense of identity) Eliezer in Possuk 31 (when referring
to Hashem and Avrohom) and Lovon Pessukim 27 and
34 (when reffering to himself)

U3

Pupil can compare the different intentions characters in
Chumash have when running. Avrohom runs, Rivko
runs to fill up the water and to her mothers house,
Eliezer runs (24:17) and Lovon runs - what are they
running for? What’s the difference between the two
runnings? Link back to unit 1.

U2
Pupil understands the usage of the word Eved
throughtout this and the previous Unit. Eliezer is
commited to fulfilling the job of Avrohom - complete
submission Eved Avrohom Anochi. 

U3
Pupil is able to compare the similarities and differences
in the events that took place (24:1-27) and how Eliezer
related them (24:37-48)



UNIT KSU OUTCOMES

 g''k-h''i miweqt d''k wxtYear Group: Year 4                 Unit 6 

KSU DESCRIPTION PUPIL PROGRESS TEACHER MARK 

K2 Pupil knows the events, people and places in the unit.

K3 Pupil knows the location of mẍ£̀ o ©C ©R on a map.

K4 A
Pupil recognises and knows the selected Hebrew
keywords in this Chumash Unit and in the previous
Chumash unit.

K4 B Pupil knows the meaning of the phrase -
xi ¦rv̈ cŸa£r©i a ©x §e un̈¡̀¤i mŸ̀ §l ¦n mŸ̀ §lE (25:23).

K6
Pupil knows that Rashi’s explanation is not part of the
Torah text. 
Pupil knows Rashi’s explanation (25:19,20,26)

S1 Pupil can locate text when given its Perek and Possuk
reference.

S3
Pupil can read words (and Pesukim) accurately,
accentuating syllables and can correctly recognise an
Esnachto.

S4 Pupil can understand the plain meaning of the Pesukim
with support.

S5

Pupil can identify the word families of the keywords of
the unit and the previous unit.
Pupil can differentiate between verbs (shorashim) and
nouns (word families).
Pupil can distinguish between the male person singular
form of the past tense (prefix ie added to shoresh) and
the male person plural form of the past tense (prefix  ie
and suffix E added to shoresh).
Pupil can identify the prefixes  ¦n, §a, ©d and  §e from this and
previous units.
Pupil can identify the possessive suffixes  i (my)  e (his)
and d (hers) j̈ (yours masculine) and §j (yours feminine).
Pupil can identify the past and present forms of a ©d¡̀¤i ©e
and z ¤a ¤dŸ̀ .
Pupil can identify the singular and plural forms of , m¦iŸeb
 iŸeb and mŸ̀ §le mi ¦n ª̀§l

S6 Pupil can read vowelled Rashi



KSU DESCRIPTION PUPIL PROGRESS TEACHER MARK 

U1

Pupil can reflect on and discuss the power of Tefilloh as
shown when Hashem answers the Tefilloh of Yitzchok;
of the importance of dp̈en ¤̀  as seen in the actions of  dẅ §a ¦x
going to 'd for help; the significance of the prophecy
given to dẅ §a ¦x for the future of l ¥̀ ẍ §y¦i m ©r; the significance
of the names given to aŸw£r©i and eÿ ¥r; the significance of
aŸw£r©i holding the heel of eÿ ¥r at the time of birth; the
different characteristics of the twins and what we can
learn from them.

U2

Pupil can identify repeated words and phrases, e.g. the
repetition of the words  wg̈ §v¦iÎz ¤̀  ci¦lŸed md̈ẍ §a ©̀  in  h''i:d''k;
the repeated lineage of  dẅ §a ¦x in (25:20)
Pupil can also identify changes in person, e.g. in
reference to the naming of the twins: e` §x §w¦i ©e and `ẍ §w¦i ©e.

U3 Pupil can compare, with support, two texts where there
are similar actions – Tefilloh of the c¤a¤r and wg̈ §v¦i.



UNIT KSU OUTCOMES

 c''l-h''k miweqt d''k wxtYear Group: Year 4                 Unit 7 

KSU DESCRIPTION PUPIL PROGRESS TEACHER MARK 

K2 Pupil knows the events, people and places in the unit.

K4 A
Pupil recognises and knows the selected Hebrew
keywords in this Chumash Unit and in the previous
Chumash unit.

K4 B Pupil knows the meaning of the phrase dẍŸk §A i¦l d¤GÎdÖl̈ §e.
(25:32)

K6

Pupil knows that Rashi’s explanation is not part of the
Torah text.
Pupil knows Rashi’s explanation (25:30,31,32,33,34)
Pupil knows Rashbam’s explanation on (25:32)
Pupil knows the concept of dxezl mipt miray. 

S1 Pupil can locate text when given its Perek and Possuk
reference.

S3
Pupil can read words (and Pesukim) accurately,
accentuating syllables and can correctly recognise an
Esnachto.

S4 Pupil can understand the plain meaning of the Pesukim
with support.

S5

Pupil can identify the word families of the keywords of
the unit and the previous unit.
Pupil can differentiate between verbs (shorashim) and
nouns (word families).
Pupil can distinguish between the male person singular
form of the past tense (prefix ie added to shoresh)
Pupil can identify the possessive suffix e (his)
Pupil can identify the present form jled.

S6 Pupil can read vowelled Rashi

U1

Pupil can reflect on and discuss the different
characteristics of the twins and what we can learn from
them; the intrinsic value of the dẍŸk §a as representing the
responsibilities of the first born to uphold the traditions
of his fathers.

U2

Pupil can identify words and phrases that express subtle
messages e.g. repetition of mFI ©M / mFI ©k.
Pupil can identify words and phrases that express
messages e.g. dẍŸk §A ©dÎz ¤̀  eÜ ¥r f ¤a¦I ©e.

U3 Pupil analyses and interprets Pessukim by comparing
them: Yaakov’s words in 25:31 and 25:33.



KSU DESCRIPTION PUPIL PROGRESS TEACHER MARK 

U4

Pupil can explain why a commentator interprets a text as
he does, e.g. zEnl̈ K¥lFd i ¦kŸp ῭  d¥P ¦d (Rashi, Rashbam)
Pupil can compare and contrast two or more
commentaries of a text.



UNIT KSU OUTCOMES

'h g''k wxt - '` weqt f''k wxtYear Group: Year 4                 Unit 8 and Bridging Unit 8A 

KSU DESCRIPTION PUPIL PROGRESS TEACHER MARK 

K2 Pupil knows the events, people and places in the unit.

K4 A
Pupil recognises and knows the selected Hebrew
keywords in this Chumash Unit and in the previous
Chumash unit.

K4 B

Pupil knows the meaning of the phrases;
 eÜ ¥r i ¥c§i m¦i ©cÏ ©d §e aŸw£r©i lFw lŸT ©d. (27:22)
ob̈C̈ aŸx §e u ¤x ῭ d̈ i¥P ©n §W ¦nE m¦i ©nẌ ©d l ©H ¦n mi ¦dŸl¡̀d̈ L§lÎo ¤Y¦i §e
:Wxi ¦z §e.(27.28)

K6

Pupil knows that the explanation of the Sforno is not
part of the Torah text.
Pupil knows Sforno’s explanation to Li ¤g ©̀ §l xi ¦a §b d¥e¡d.
(27:29)

S1 Pupil can locate text when given its Perek and Possuk
reference.

S3
Pupil can read words (and Pesukim) accurately,
accentuating syllables and can correctly recognise an
Esnachto.

S4 Pupil can understand the plain meaning of the Pesukim
with support.

S5

Pupil can identify the word families of the keywords of
the unit and the previous unit.
Pupil can differentiate between verbs (shorashim) and
nouns (word families).
Pupil can distinguish between the male person singular
form of the past tense (prefix ie added to shoresh)
Pupil can identify the possessive suffix e (his)
Pupil can identify and translate the prefix ‘k’ ( ¦MeÜ ¥r i ¥ci )

S6 Pupil can read vowelled Rashi. (27:1,2,9,22.    28:2)



KSU DESCRIPTION PUPIL PROGRESS TEACHER MARK 

U1

Pupil can Reflect on and discuss
• the differences in the conduct of Yitzchak and Rivkah
towards each of their sons in relation to the giving of the
zekxa.
o Yitzchak knows that although Esav has married two
Cana’ani girls thereby making both his parents very
unhappy, he acknowledges that Esav does have a
redeeming quality – his desire to fulfil the mitzvah of
a` ceak to the best of his ability. He hopes that he can
enrich this quality so that he is worthy as the elder son to
receive the dkxa of wealth and leadership.
o Rivkah knows through prophecy that Ya’akov, the
younger son, is destined to be the master over Esav, the
elder son [xirv cari ax] and that she must do everything
in her power to make it come about. She feels that Esav
is unworthy to receive the blessing of Yitzchak as she is
aware of his true character.
• the meaning and significance of the term dkxa in the
text and its relevance to us. Avraham, Yitzchak and
Ya’akov were blessed by Hashem with the power to
give zekxa which would determine the future of their
children – Am Yisrael.

U1

Pupil can discuss the values that the events in the story
have to teach us including:
• what Yitzchak’s relationship with Esav has to teach us
- that every person possesses
some good qualities and some that are not good.
• the ways in which Yitzchak and Rivkah appreciate
their sons’ different character traits and react
accordingly.
• the dilemma of Ya’akov, who also possesses the
middah of m`e a` ceak but is reluctant to compromise his
moral sense of truth by obeying his mother’s command
to pretend to be Esav.

U2

Pupil can identify, with support, how the use of the
verbs `aie ,gwie ,jlie in Pasuk ci demonstrates Ya’akov’s
hesitation at carrying out his mother’s command.
• Understand how the Torah uses literary techniques
(e.g. anagrams - izkxa / - izxka and play on words awri -
ipawrie) to demonstrate how Esav expresses his feelings
by linking Ya’akov’s name with the fact that Ya’akov
has twice deceived him - once with dxka the and now
with the dkxa.

U3
Pupil can compare and contrast, with support, the
actions of Ya’akov when carrying out the Mitzvah of
obeying his mother to those of Avraham, Rivkah and
Eliezer when carrying out mitzvos with zerizus.



KSU DESCRIPTION PUPIL PROGRESS TEACHER MARK 

U3

Puil can compare the use of the words `aie ,gwie ,jlie  in
Pasuk ci    with uxie ,xdnze ,uxze used to describe
Avraham's, Rivkah's and Eliezer's deevnl zefixf   (18:2 - 7
and 24: 17-20)
• Identify, with support, the differences in content
between Yitzchak's three zekxa:
o the first, given to Ya’akov when Yitzchak presumes he
is Esav,
o the second, given to Esav in response to Esav’s bitter
cry
o the third, given to Ya’akov (mdxa` zkxa) which was
intended for Ya’akov



I CAN DO...

 'h - '`  miweqt c''k wxtYear Group: Year 4                 Bridging Unit 4C 

KSU DESCRIPTION PUPIL PROGRESS TEACHER MARK 

K2 I know the story in the unit. 

K3 I can identify on a map the location of places mentioned
in this unit.

K4 A I know the meaning of the keywords from the unit.

K6
I know that Rashi is not part of the Chumash text and I
can retell in my own words the commentary of Rashi
taught in this unit. 

S1 I can show where a pasuk begins and ends in my
Chumash and find the Esnachto. 

S3 I can read the Pesukim accurately, saying syllables
correctly and pausing at the Esnachto. 

S4 I can work out, with a bit of help, the meaning of some /
most Pesukim using Hebrew key words that I know. 

S5 I can identify Shoroshim, prefixes and suffixes from this
unit and previous units.

U1 I can describe the values learnt from the Chumash and
say how they connect to my own life.



I CAN DO...

 c''k-'i miweqt  c''k wxtYear Group: Year 4                 Unit 5     

KSU DESCRIPTION PUPIL PROGRESS TEACHER MARK 

K2 I know the story in the unit. 

K3 I can identify on a map the location of places mentioned
in this unit.

K4 A I know the meaning of the keywords from the unit.

K4 B I know the meaning of the key phrases from this unit.

K6
I know that Rashi is not part of the Chumash text and I
can retell in my own words the commentary of Rashi
taught in this unit. 

S1 I can show where a pasuk begins and ends in my
Chumash and find the Esnachto. 

S3 I can read the Pesukim accurately, saying syllables
correctly and pausing at the Esnachto. 

S4 I can work out, with a bit of help, the meaning of some /
most Pesukim using Hebrew key words that I know. 

S5 I can identify Shoroshim, prefixes and suffixes from this
unit and previous units.

U1 I can describe the values learnt from the Chumash and
say how they connect to my own life.

U2
I can find, with a bit of help, words in the story that
repeat themselves and how these words give clues to the
Middos I can learn from the story.

U3 I can compare, with a bit of help, similarities and
differences in two phrases I have learned.



I CAN DO...

 c''l -d ''k  miweqt c''k wxtYear Group: Year 4                 Bridging Unit 5A 

KSU DESCRIPTION PUPIL PROGRESS TEACHER MARK 

K2 I know the story in the unit. 

K4 A I know the meaning of the keywords from the unit.

K4 B I know the meaning of the key phrases from this unit.

S1 I can show where a pasuk begins and ends in my
Chumash and find the Esnachto. 

S3 I can read the Pesukim accurately, saying syllables
correctly and pausing at the Esnachto. 

S4 I can work out, with a bit of help, the meaning of some /
most Pesukim using Hebrew key words that I know. 

S5 I can identify Shoroshim, prefixes and suffixes from this
unit and previous units.

S6 I can read the Rashi script from my Chumash accurately.

S7 I can explain, from the Hebrew text, the plain meaning
of Rashi, with support.

U2
I can find, with a bit of help, words in the story that are
seemingly extra and explain how these words give clues
to the Middos I can learn from the story.

U3 I can compare, with a bit of help, similarities and
differences in two phrases I have learned.



I CAN DO...

 g''k-h''i miweqt d''k wxtYear Group: Year 4                 Unit 6 

KSU DESCRIPTION PUPIL PROGRESS TEACHER MARK 

K2 I know the story in the unit. 

K3 I can identify on a map the location of places mentioned
in this unit.

K4 A I know the meaning of the keywords from the unit.

K4 B I know the meaning of the key phrases from this unit.

K6
I know that Rashi is not part of the Chumash text and I
can retell in my own words the commentary of Rashi
taught in this unit. 

S1 I can show where a pasuk begins and ends in my
Chumash and find the Esnachto. 

S3 I can read the Pesukim accurately, saying syllables
correctly and pausing at the Esnachto. 

S4 I can work out, with a bit of help, the meaning of some /
most Pesukim using Hebrew key words that I know. 

S5 I can identify Shoroshim, prefixes and suffixes from this
unit and previous units.

S6 I can read the Rashi script from my Chumash accurately.

U1 I can describe the values learnt from the Chumash and
say how they connect to my own life.

U2
I can find, with a bit of help, words in the story that
repeat themselves and how these words give clues to the
Middos I can learn from the story.

U3 I can compare, with a bit of help, similarities and
differences in two phrases I have learned.



I CAN DO...

 c''l-h''k miweqt d''k wxtYear Group: Year 4                 Unit 7 

KSU DESCRIPTION PUPIL PROGRESS TEACHER MARK 

K2 I know the story in the unit. 

K4 A I know the meaning of the keywords from the unit.

K4 B I know the meaning of the key phrases from this unit.

K6
I know that Rashi is not part of the Chumash text and I
can retell in my own words the commentary of Rashi
taught in this unit. 

S1 I can show where a pasuk begins and ends in my
Chumash and find the Esnachto. 

S3 I can read the Pesukim accurately, saying syllables
correctly and pausing at the Esnachto. 

S4 I can work out, with a bit of help, the meaning of some /
most Pesukim using Hebrew key words that I know. 

S5 I can identify Shoroshim, prefixes and suffixes from this
unit and previous units.

S6 I can read the Rashi script from my Chumash accurately.

U1 I can describe the values learnt from the Chumash and
say how they connect to my own life.

U2 I can find, with a bit of help, words or phrases that give
clues to the Middos I can learn from the story.

U3 I can compare, with a bit of help, similarities and
differences in two phrases I have learned.

U4 I can explain, independently, the reason why a Perush in
the units comments on a word or phrase.



I CAN DO...

'h g''k wxt - '` weqt f''k wxtYear Group: Year 4                 Unit 8 and Bridging Unit 8A 

KSU DESCRIPTION PUPIL PROGRESS TEACHER MARK 

K2 I know the story in the unit. 

K4 A I know the meaning of the keywords from the unit.

K4 B I know the meaning of the key phrases from this unit.

K6
I know that Rashi is not part of the Chumash text and I
can retell in my own words the commentary of Rashi
taught in this unit. 

S1 I can show where a pasuk begins and ends in my
Chumash and find the Esnachto. 

S3 I can read the Pesukim accurately, saying syllables
correctly and pausing at the Esnachto. 

S4 I can work out, with a bit of help, the meaning of some /
most Pesukim using Hebrew key words that I know. 

S5 I can identify Shoroshim, prefixes and suffixes from this
unit and previous units.

S6 I can read the Rashi script from my Chumash accurately.

U1 I can describe the values learnt from the Chumash and
say how they connect to my own life.

U2 I can find, with a bit of help, words or phrases that give
clues to the Middos I can learn from the story.

U3 I can compare, with a bit of help, similarities and
differences in two phrases I have learned.


